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Key Points
Although the Iranian protest movement does not remotely threaten the regime, an evolved protest scene will
undoubtedly shorten the life span of the Islamic Republic
Economic problems, government mismanagement, and ethnic, labor, sectarian, and environmental issues have
driven distinct and overlapping demonstrations, but they have not cohered into a uni ed protest movement
capable of overthrowing the regime
Iran’s protest scene is evolving and has become more complex and demographically encompassing since the
late-December 2017 widespread riots known as the Dey Protests

Introduction
e Iranian protest movement does not remotely threaten the regime, despite its dramatic expansion this year.

e protesters

cannot challenge the regime’s security forces until they become more organized, acquire weapons, and garner more support
among the middle class and security forces. Defections from the Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC) and the Basij
Resistance Organization are a crucial—and thus far absent—indicator that regime survival is seriously at risk. However, the
potential for this protest movement to evolve into a threat is real, particularly as reimposed US sanctions begin to bite.

e

regime’s future depends on whether Iranians become willing to risk and lose their lives in large numbers to protest their
governments’ policies. It is still too soon to tell.
As predicted, Iran’s protest scene has become more complex and demographically encompassing since the late-December
2017 widespread riots known as the Dey Protests.[1] Many di erent protest movements with varying objectives have spread
across Iran since then (Figure 1). Economic problems, government mismanagement, and ethnic, labor, sectarian, and
environmental issues have driven distinct and overlapping demonstrations.

ese protests have not, however, cohered into a

uni ed movement against the regime.
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Protests have been disorganized, unarmed, and generally short-lived.

e largest and most violent protests were

spontaneous, lacking organization and direction. Protesters are also overwhelmingly reluctant to risk their lives during violent
protests and have succumbed to police pressure with relatively few casualties.
No central leadership controls when, where, or over what issues demonstrations occur; how long they last; or what the
protesters do. A limited semblance of organization sometimes emerges a er the beginning of many protests. Popular social
media channels, many of which are run by anti-regime groups based outside Iran, post protest locations and times.[2]
However, these posts have limited e ect, and the channels’ organizers are disconnected from on-the-ground protesters.
is lack of coordination contrasts with the massive Iranian Green Movement protests a er the fraudulent 2009 elections.
e 2009 protests lasted long enough for organization to develop organically, whereas 2018 protests lasted mere days between
periods of inactivity. Activists also rallied around then-presidential candidates Mir Hossein Mousavi and Mehdi Karroubi in
2009, but no such gurehead exists in 2018.
e 2009 protesters were also ahead of the regime in digital communications,[3] but the government has since studied
protesters’ communication methods and cracked down on social media without in aming larger portions of the population.
e regime’s ban of Viber a er the 2009 protests and the spring 2018 ban of Telegram severely hindered protest organization.
[4] Regime security forces have also cut o telephone lines, deployed jammers, and temporarily banned popular social media
applications such as Instagram.[5] Bans on Instagram and WhatsApp may become permanent.[6]

ese bans might spur

additional protests as the government stymies Iranians’ civil liberties and freedom of communication—but will make it harder
for those protests to become organized.
On the other hand, this lack of organization could pose a long-term threat. Disorganized protests make predicting future
are-ups di cult.

ere are also no leaders for the regime to target and thus weaken the movement. Protest movements will

therefore burn slowly and could explode without warning.
e regime understands that more violent protests will inevitably occur, and security forces are girding for a ght with their
own people.

e Ministry of Defense and Armed Forces Logistics (MODAFL) has equipped local police with armored vehicles

and heavy weaponry. Parliament increased the Law Enforcement Forces’ (LEF) current Persian calendar year budget by over
200 percent, including a 400 percent increase for weapons and armaments following the 2018 Dey Protests.[7]

e MODAFL

delivered 12 unmanned aerial vehicles and six helicopters to the LEF on October 9, making good on a March 2018 cooperative
agreement to equip the LEF with high-end military equipment.[8]

e regime may continue militarizing its police during the

current Persian calendar year.
However, current trends and disparate reports are promising for Iran’s protest scene. Social media channels unveiling the
identities of o cials involved in protest suppression have become more popular with tens of thousands of followers. Groups
such as Rasuyab (“weasel nder”) frequently disseminate the personal information of IRGC o cials, Basij members, and plainclothes o cers.[9] Private information such as cell phone numbers, addresses, and social media pro les are publicized so that
protesters can defame and publicly shame regime o cials.
Iranian protests will continue.
demonstrations.

e regime’s neglect of its people and inability to address protester grievances will fuel future

is ultimately bodes ill for regime security.

e reimposition of US sanctions li ed under the Joint
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Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) places additional pressure on Iran’s heavily stressed economy. Iranian political
leadership, especially those close to Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei and the IRGC, have weaponized worsening
economic protests to attack reformists and politically destroy President Hassan Rouhani.[10]
ese attacks on Rouhani and his policies will prove self-defeating. Reformists support nancial reforms to reintegrate Iran
into the global international community, reduce government and IRGC control of the economy, create transparency, and
generally create a functioning, undistorted market in Iran.

ese are the only economic policies likely to improve or even

stabilize economic conditions.
High unemployment and in ation rates have only worsened since the May 8 US withdrawal from the JCPOA and
reimplemented sanctions.[11]

e Iranian rial has devalued from 35,000 rials to the dollar in September 2017 to roughly

130,000 today.[12] Most wages and salaries have not increased at the same pace against the rial’s plummeting value and
growing in ation rates.[13] Protests will therefore persist and likely expand.
Regime hard-liners will gain only a limited reprieve by their attempts to redirect popular anger against the US and Rouhani.
eir own policies of empowering the IRGC economically, pursuing autarky, and hoping to replace Western economic
interactions with agreements with China, Russia, and third world countries will fail, signi cantly increasing the basis for
popular grievances over time while making themselves the only ones the people have le to blame.
e Critical

reats Project (CTP) at the American Enterprise Institute has analyzed social media posts and videos from

major protest movements since the Dey Protests.

e most noteworthy protests are detailed below. CTP will continue to closely

follow Iran’s turbulent protest scene and o er analysis as it evolves.
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Economic Protests
Merchant-Class Protests in Tehran. Iranian merchants, colloquially referred to as bazaaris, in Tehran staged the most highpro le and e ective demonstrations since the Dey Protests.

e Tehran bazaari protests, which brie y spread to other large

cities such as Esfahan and Shiraz, resulted in political change, including the removal of ve Rouhani administration o cials
since July 2018.[14]

e nature of that change resulted partly from the disillusionment of the bazaari class with Rouhani and

the reformist political grouping and partly from the e ectiveness of hard-line politicians in channeling protest pressure in their
favor.
Tehran’s protests erupted a er the Iranian rial plummeted to an all-time low of 90,000 rial on June 24. Shopkeepers took to the
streets.

e rst shops to close were in the working-class cell phone and electronic plazas in downtown Tehran.

e tightly

packed Charsou and Aladdin shopping malls—teeming with shopkeepers closely monitoring the rial’s value and whose
livelihoods depend on the stable prices of imported goods—closed their shops and lled the streets.[15] Protesters, by
uncon rmed estimates numbering 20,000, marched toward the parliament building in downtown Tehran (Figure 2).[16]

Tehran’s LEF soon intervened and confronted protesters approaching the parliament building. Protesters attempted to destroy
public property and ght police, despite the LEF’s heavy presence. Many protesters threw rocks at police. Social media accounts
showed videos of dump trucks intentionally unloading rocks in the streets for protesters to throw.[17] Protesters set re to at
least two police kiosks.[18] One report claimed that protesters used knives and a net to ght with police forces.[19] LEF antiriot forces employed tear gas and paintballs to disperse and control the large crowds.[20]
e Tehran bazaari protests soon zzled. Tehran and other major Iranian cities experienced similar economically focused
protests throughout the summer a er other dips in the rial’s value.[21] Similar protests will likely continue as the rial devalues
further.
Hard-liners used the protests to renew their attacks against Rouhani and members of his “economic team” over long-standing
and systemic nancial disagreements.[22] Hard-line parliamentarians have led a campaign to interpellate senior Rouhani
administration o cials and have impeached Cooperatives, Labor, and Social Welfare Minister Ali Rabiei and Economic A airs
and Finance Minister Masoud Karbasian.[23] Hard-liners also drove the removal of former Central Bank of Iran Gov. Valiollah
Seif and the nominal resignation as government spokesman of Rouhani’s close ally, Mohammad Bagher Nobakht.[24]
Hard-liners also moved against other high-pro le administration o cials including First Vice President Eshagh Jahangiri and
even Rouhani himself.[25] Parliamentarians questioned Rouhani during a plenary session on August 28 and expressed
overwhelming dissatisfaction with Rouhani’s handling of the economy.[26] However, Rouhani’s questioning failed to engender
a formal parliamentary interpellation hearing or his impeachment, despite hard-liner e orts.
e Tehran bazaari protests also resulted in powerful responses from Iranian celebrities. Sirvan Khosravi, a famous Iranian
pop star, canceled a concert amid hearing news of the Tehran protests.[27] Khosravi, who has over 1.8 million followers on
Instagram, is one of a handful of Iranian pop artists in the Islamic Republic who has received a work permit from the Ministry
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of Islamic Culture and Guidance.[28] Khosravi said following the bazaari protests that “when all the business have closed down
and shut down their businesses and the breadwinners don’t bring home anything other than shame, then I will cancel my
concert.”
e bazaari protests rightly received much attention in the Iran analytical community because they mobilized a large swath of
Iran’s commercial class, which played a key role during the 1979 Islamic Revolution.[29] Iranian merchants supported late
Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini and mobilized against the US-backed Shah during the revolution. Bazaaris are
traditionally politically conservative but pragmatically support sound scal policies over ideology. A renewal of massive, antiregime protests would greatly bene t from bazaari participation and could threaten one of the Islamic Republic’s major
economic arteries.
Widespread Trucker Strikes.

e trucker strikes in the of summer of 2018 were the most geographically ubiquitous of the

Iranian protest movements in the past year, far surpassing the extent of the late-December 2017 Dey Protests (Figure 3).[30]
e trucker strikes were also arguably the most threatening to the regime of the 2018 protest movements, especially compared
with other labor-related movements.
economic trade and business.

eir widespread nature, duration, and e ect on dependent industries threatened vital

e strikes also exhibited a level of organization and deliberation that other protest movements

failed to copy.

ousands of Iranian truck drivers went on strike starting on May 21 in over 240 di erent towns and cities.[31] Truckers cited
concerns over expensive costs for spare parts, low fares, poor insurance bene ts, and high fuel costs.[32]

e trucker strikes

mostly subsided within weeks but still continued, albeit on a smaller scale.
Social media videos showed hundreds of truck drivers refusing to transport goods and parking their empty semis on the side of
highways.

e trucker strikes are also noteworthy because they spurred similar strikes among transportation-focused guilds—

namely, bus and taxi drivers.[33] Regime o cials agreed to raise truckers’ fares by 20 percent.[34] Truck drivers dismissed the
o er and called for a raise of at least 35 percent.[35]
Trucker strikes became so serious that several large businesses and industrial centers—such as the mines in Mahallat, Markazi
Province, and transportation companies in Tehran and Qazvin—shut down for several days (Figure 4).[36] Widespread videos
on social media also highlighted the impact on fuel availability around the country because truckers refused to haul goods.[37]
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Hundreds of vehicles would line up for gas due to the scarcity resulting from truckers refusing to make shipments.[38]
Truckers, in some instances, coerced fellow truckers to join the movement, sometimes resorting to violence and threats.[39]
is violence prompted police to begin escorting vehicles, primarily fuel-carrying semis, to ensure key goods were delivered
without being subject to trucker violence.[40]
A recent round of widespread trucker strikes renewed on September 22, with truckers largely citing the same grievances.[41]
e manager of the Imam Khomeini Port transportation terminal in Khuzestan Province noted that only 300 trucks were
operating, when the normal daily average is over 2,000.[42] Truckers reportedly called for a 70 percent increase in fares.[43]
Judiciary spokesperson Hojjat ol Eslam Gholam Hossein Ejei announced that “stern punishments” await those who use violence
and weapons to disrupt the transportation of goods.[44] Fars Province Prosecutor General Ali al Ghasi Mehr stated that police
arrested 35 protesters in Fars Province. Al Ghasi also admonished protesters that they can later be prosecuted and charged with
“spreading corruption on Earth,” an indictment that carries the death sentence in Iran.[45]
Regime attempts to punish protesters by detaining them, withholding pay, and potentially executing them will likely dissuade
protesters from future strikes for a time. But these actions will not appease truckers’ demands.

e continuation of trucker

strikes, and the expansion of labor-related protests across Iranian industries, threaten the movement of key goods and could
potentially spark ancillary protests.
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Service-Provision and Ecological
Protests
Water-Related Protests in Khuzestan. Iranian Arabs in one of the Islamic Republic’s most resource-rich provinces took to the
streets in the most violent protests of the summer (Figure 5). Protesters gathered on June 29 in a main city square in
Khorramshahr, Khuzestan Province, over water-related issues. Demonstrators accused local o cials of mismanaging crucial
water resources. Protesters also complained of a lack of drinking water.[46] Khuzestan Province is subject to some of Iran’s
worst droughts and dust storms.[47] Many contend that the region’s lack of water is less ecological than it is man-made.[48]
Poorly implemented and extensive dam projects and government-approved water diversion programs have le many towns and
villages without adequate water.[49]
e protests gained traction and turned violent in the evening of June 29. Protesters reportedly set re to and temporarily shut
down a major bridge. Khorramshahr protesters also purportedly set re to the Iran-Iraq War Sacred Defense War Memorial.
[50]

is action was notable because Khorramshahr fought for the regime against Saddam Hussein’s Iraq and su ered greatly in

the 1980s during the Iran-Iraq War. Senior regime o cials, including IRGC commanders, o en visit the site.[51]
Social media reports of armed protesters with AK-47s were later con rmed by hard-liner parliamentarian Javad Karimi
Ghodousi.[52] Ghodousi stated that armed protesters sought to harm the regime as a part of a Saudi-led “plot” and clashed
with regime security forces.[53] Initial reports claimed that at least one protester died during the evening ghting. Later it was
revealed that the alleged protester death was a hoax. A local regime loyalist claimed to have died and circulated fallacious
photographs on the internet.[54]

e ploy may have been intended to weed out anti-regime supporters during the protest on

social media for detention at a later time.
Iranian Arabs in the oil-rich city of Abadan held protests on August 31 in solidarity with the Khorramshahr protests.[55]

e

Khorramshahr protests also received additional attention a er famous Iranian songwriter Mohsen Chavoushi released a song
called “Khouzestan” in response to the water-related protests there.[56] Chavoushi described the people of Khuzestan as
“oppressed” and “wronged” by the lack of rain and the dryness of the province’s Karun River.

e regime later barred him from

songwriting.

Water-related protests continued on July 7 in di erent cities in Iran, most notably in Borazjan, Bushehr Province. Protesters
there gathered in one of the city’s main squares to protest the local mismanagement of water and the resulting lack thereof.[57]
Disparate reports claimed that city o cials cut o water to Borazjan residents on July 3.[58] Bushehr Province Water and
Sewage Company Managing Director Kay Ghobad Yakideh stated that Borazjan had been receiving less than half of its
allocated amount of water.[59] Borazjan parliamentarian Mohammad Bagher Saadat elucidated that the water crisis had been
occurring for 55 days.[60]
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Water-related protests will continue to break out because the regime is failing to remedy systemic problems. Iran’s
environmental condition and water resource mismanagement will exacerbate the ongoing water crisis.

is may lead to a mass

migration of Iranians, potentially sparking a refugee crisis in the tens of millions in coming years.[61]
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Religious, Cultural, and Political
Protests
Tehran’s Gonabadi Dervish Protests. Gonabadi Dervishes, a Su Muslim minority group with nearly ve million adherents in
Iran, staged a sit-in in northern Tehran in front of a police precinct on February 19 a er security o cials arbitrarily arrested a
fellow adherent.[62] O cials did not disclose the reason behind the detention. LEF permitted the peaceful protest to continue
for several hours before mobilizing to shut it down, even though the Interior Ministry had not issued a required permit for the
protest.

e protests soon turned violent as LEF anti-riot forces and protesters began to engage in intense street ghting that

carried on late into the night.[63]
e Gonabadi Dervish protests saw, in at least two instances, protesters use vehicles to run over police o cers.[64]

ese

actions resulted in the death of at least ve security o cials and injuries to at least 30.[65] Regime o cials blamed the
Gonabadi for the attack.

e Tehran public prosecutor announced that Mohammad Salas, a Gonabadi Dervish accused of

killing three o cials, was put to death on June 18.[66]

e circumstances and uncertainty around Salas’ execution were

contentious. Many contend that Salas was not the driver at the time of the incident.[67]
e continuation of protests among non-Shi’a religious minorities in Iran poses a special challenge to the regime. Religiously
focused, antidiscrimination protests may spread to other o -targeted religious minorities, including Sunnis in western and
southeastern Iran. Anti-regime groups use the detention of religious minorities in the Islamic Republic as a pretext to launch
attacks against regime security forces. Pakistan-based Sunni Baloch Army of Justice kidnapped 12 Iranian security o cials in
southwestern Sistan and Baluchistan Province on October 16.[68]

e Army of Justice issued a list of demands on October 28

and called for the “release of a large number of Baloch youngsters” from jail.[69]
Kazeroun Protests.

ousands in Kazeroun, Fars Province, gathered on April 16 to protest a legislative bill designed to divide

Kazeroun County into smaller counties. Kazeroun-based parliamentarian Hossein Reza Zadeh pushed for the bill ostensibly to
permit more localized administration for citizens.[70] Proponents of the bill argued Kazeroun has become too large for proper
administrative governance. Opponents of the plan expressed concerns that dividing the county will destroy the community’s
cultural identity.
Early reports noted that over 5,000 people gathered for protests on April 17.[71]

e mid-April protests soon restarted on May

16, the rst day of the holy month of Ramadan. Protesters cited a lack of follow-up from political leadership on pending
legislation to divide their county.

e protests quickly turned violent.

e Kazeroun protests were the most deadly incident for

protesters since the Dey Protests, with at least three local citizens dead.[72] Fars Province Gov. Esmaeil Tabadar only
con rmed the death of one protester from the violence between protesters and regime security forces.[73]
e violence and intensity of the protests led to the deployment of reinforcement forces from Shiraz, Fars Province. Telegram
and Instagram channels showed the deployment of over 40 anti-riot trucks driving toward Kazeroun to confront protesters and
likely transfer detainees to an alternate site outside the city.[74] Prisons and local detention centers are common gathering
locations for protesters. Reports also cited the use of advanced police weaponry to neutralize protesters, including vehicles
equipped with high-powered lights designed to blind protesters.[75] At least six armored vehicles reportedly deployed toward
Kazeroun a er the protests, likely to reinforce local security in the event of additional violent protests.[76]
e Kazeroun protests resulted in intense street ghting between protesters and anti-riot forces.[77] Protesters set re to police
property, including two police trucks.[78] Photos submitted on various social media channels also showed that protesters
injured several LEF personnel.[79] Security o cials consequently instituted a curfew and blocked the city’s internet and
telephone lines following the May 16 protests.[80] Protesters also set re on May 18 to a local branch of Mehr Bank, which is
tied to the Basij Organization and the IRGC.[81]
Commander IRGC Brig. Gen. Gholam Reza Jalali of the Passive Defense Organization—an Armed Forces General Sta (AFGS)
organ responsible for dealing with anti-regime propaganda and “nonmilitary” threats—denied the reports of protester deaths
from the Kazeroun demonstrations.[82] Jalali claimed that anti-regime organizations photoshopped images from protests in
Egypt and Bahrain to sow doubt and confusion in Iranian public opinion.[83] Photos and videos from the nightly protests and
funeral posters show otherwise.[84]
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Khuzestan’s Emergence as Crucial
Flashpoint for Protests
Ahvazi Arabs Protest Ethnic Discrimination. Iranian Arabs, an o -targeted ethnic minority in Iran, took to the streets of
Ahvaz, Khuzestan Province, on March 28 a er state media, Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting (IRIB), broadcasted a
controversial segment from a children’s TV show on March 22.[85]

e segment included a map of Iran’s various ethnic

minorities but failed to include Iranian Arabs wearing traditional Arab garb.
Protesters assembled in front of IRIB’s o ce and demanded an o cial apology from state TV. As the protests continued,
protesters soon began to voice other grievances. Human Rights Activists News Agency reported that protesters complained of
water issues, unemployment, and inadequate Arabic-language education and demanded the establishment of independent
Arabic-language media outlets.[86]

e Ahvazi Arab protests continued for weeks.

Anti-Arab Protests. Khuzestan also experienced anti-Arab protests in late September 2018. Iranians in southwestern Iran were
protesting Iraqi tourists in Iran. Many Iranians accused Iraqis of pilfering local markets and using desirable exchange rates to
purchase Iranian goods and products, o entimes leaving nothing for local Iranians.[87]

e emergence of anti-Arab protests in

Abadan and Khorramshahr in late September may result in additional protests among Iranian Arabs in Khuzestan Province.
[88]
Western observers o en overlook social and ethnic grievances when examining Iran’s protest movements. Ethnic issues
undoubtedly comprise a smaller share of the space. Iranian ethnic minorities in southwestern, northwestern, and southeastern
Iran have for decades been targets of regime discrimination.

e regime considers such secessionist movements, o en led by

anti-regime militant groups such as the Kurdistan Free Life Party (PJAK) and al Ahvaziyeh, a major threat to internal security.
e continuation of ethnically motivated protests among Arabs, Kurds, and Sunni Baloch, compounded by the notoriously poor
economic conditions in many minority-dominated provinces, will make anti-regime and separatist groups more attractive and
could provide the groups with members it would otherwise fail to recruit. Violence along Iranian borders with Pakistan and
Iraq has increased signi cantly since May 2017.[89]

e regime must address both endemic economic and social issues to abate

this emergent and ever-increasing threat.
Khuzestan Province remains an especially alarming ashpoint (from the regime’s standpoint) for violent anti-regime protests.
e contrast between the vast economic resources in Khuzestan and the high unemployment, poverty, drought, dust storms,
and other poor living conditions make it fertile ground for demonstrations. Additionally, and most alarmingly for regime
security o cials, anti-regime separatist groups operate in the province, such as al Ahvaziyeh and the Islamic State of Iraq and
al Sham (ISIS).
Insurgents can capitalize on the social, economic, and cultural marginalization among Iranian Arabs to recruit and attack the
regime.

e anti-Arab protests in Abadan and Khorramshahr in early September, along with the complementary anti-Iranian

protests in Basra, Iraq, also serve as points of exploitation for radical insurgents and ISIS.[90]

e recent ISIS attack in Ahvaz

on an armed forces parade on September 22 supports this notion.[91] ISIS likely leveraged the porous southern border between
Iran and Iraq to smuggle arms and personnel for the attack, since Khuzestan is a main smuggling point for much of Iran’s illicit
drug and rearms trade.
Khuzestan remains a trigger point in Iran’s protest scene and is a dangerous nexus for the regime. Khuzestan could become a
front line in any nationwide armed con ict between future protesters and regime security forces.
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Conclusion
Iran’s protest scene remains turbulent and will continue to generate increasingly violent demonstrations. However, future
protests will unlikely existentially threaten the regime in the near term.
deployment of regular IRGC conventional or militarized Basij battalions.

e protests detailed above never required the
e deadliest protests elicited low-level IRGC and

Basij involvement. For the most part, particularly in larger cities, LEF anti-riot forces and local Basij units successfully quelled
protests quickly and with little bloodshed.
Iranian protests encompass many grievances and span many di erent kinds of issues, yet they all rapidly become political.
Economic protests tend to be political and quickly devolve into anti-regime protests subsequently. Ethnic and cultural protests
quickly turn political. Ongoing and political rights–focused movements such as the anti-hijab protests transformed into heavily
publicized anti-regime demonstrations.[92] Iranian protests’ proclivity to adopt a political and o entimes anti-regime tone is a
worrisome indicator for the Islamic Republic.
As long as the regime continues to deprioritize Iranians’ economic well-being, use unemployment and economic turmoil for
political attacks and internal power struggles, and discriminate against ethnic and religious minorities, protests will continue.
Iranian leaders’ inability to implement key nancial reforms and address long-standing protester grievances will lead to the
intensi cation of protests.
However, protests are far from a ecting the regime change. As Iran’s protest scene continues to evolve and potentially be
hijacked by armed, openly anti-regime groups, the regime may see itself one day confronted with a movement it cannot quickly
or easily suppress.

e end is not near for the regime, but an evolved protest scene will undoubtedly shorten the life span of the

Islamic Republic.
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